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 BerryAlloc   Parquet ,
a  natural choice .

 Each plank of parquet is unique.   When you invite it into your home, you 
bring a piece of the natural world inside. And you benefit from the best it 
has to offer : simple, clean lines, the basis for refined decorative styles and 
comfortable atmosphere.  

 BerryAlloc offers you a great deal more than a wide selection of parquet floors 
to meet your needs. BerryAlloc also offers you a floor that is strong and long-
lived - the certainty of a durable and beautiful parquet.  
 You may enjoy this wonderful experience courtesy of our expertise in two 
main areas of excellence : a careful selection of species and rigorous care at 
every level of the transformation process. Our products are manufactured 
with the greatest possible respect for the environment. All these factors are 
vital in ensuring the quality of your floor.  

 BerryAlloc is a master of sublime interior design. BerryAlloc has just the right 
flooring for all domestic and public spaces, from your bedroom to an airport 
lounge.  
 In addition to natural wood parquet, BerryAlloc also offers a complete range 
of laminates and vinyl floors, and a wide choice of wall coverings. Our product 
range is sure to include the decor of your dreams, perfect down to the smallest 
detail. For a life of pure bliss.  

T he BerryAlloc group enjoys an international reputation for quality, innovation 
and reliability, in both its products and its services. 

 See the full BerryAlloc range at www.berryalloc.com. 
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 Exceptional oak trees grow in a special world, rich in history and tradition, the preserve of deer and 
birds of prey, and the source of our parquet fl ooring : in the heart of the beautiful Tronçais forest, 
famous for its ancient oaks.  

 Its timber is appreciated for its unusually fi ne-textured and unblemished quality. It is used to make 
casks and barrels for the fi nest cognacs and the greatest Bordeaux wines, and is much sought after 
by wine producers from Italy, Spain, Australia and even the United States.  

 So considering all this, how can we do anything other than ensure you receive the very fi nest 
parquet? Our success is based on generations of forest and timber knowledge, combined with the 
very latest manufacturing techniques.  

 Parquet   made at the edge 
of Europe’s fi nest oak forest.   
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PEFC/10-31-1047

 Respectfull 
 Because our forests deserve it.  

 A BerryAlloc parquet is much more than the answer to your longing for exclusive 
surroundings, evoking the natural world. It is also a responsible choice. It comes from 
a company that loves its product, and cares for the environment as well as for 
your lifestyle.  

 Sustainable forestry 
 The wood selected both in France and abroad comes from controlled sources managed in 
accordance with the criteria of the forestry stewardship certifi cation, requiring strictly-
controlled traceability and monitoring at every step of the manufacturing and sales 
processes (PEFC  1  and FSC 2 certifi cation   well-known for sustainable forestry management).  

 1.  PEFC : Promoting sustainable forestry management (www.pefc.org). BerryAlloc has been PEFC certifi ed 
since 2007 for its HDF boards, as well as for oak, beech, maple, walnut and sapele, which represent over 90% 
of our production.  

 2. FSC : Responsible Forest Management © Forest Stewardship Council A.C. 

 Watch as your floor ages beautifully, developing a patina 
of memories, only improving over time 

The mark of
responsible forestry
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 A sustainable quality of life 
 •  No volatile solvents  in the varnishes and glues used .
 • Reduced dust emissions.  
 •  Formaldehyde emissions are kept down to  almost naturally-occurring 

levels .  
 •  Class A+* label  1  relating to VOC emissions, thus helping to  protect indoor air 

quality .  
 •  Parquet is laid on top of a base of HDF (High Density Fiberboard), an E1 

certifi ed natural product.  

 Our emission results are  well below regulated levels    (at naturally occurring 
levels for wood) 

 Live your parquet. Respect its origins. All in perfect serenity. 

 A question of origin : 100% Made in France  
 Our parquets are certifi ed "Parquets de France", a label guaranteeing you the 
choice of a quality product made with  French know-how , a true added value. 
Invest in a long-term choice, guaranteed by the radical choice of raw materials 
and manufacturing in line with very demanding criteria.  

 Forests, playing their part in 
the battle against global warming  
 Wood is a "carbon sink". Your choice of a BerryAlloc parquet is making an 
active contribution to  reducing the greenhouse effect . As it grows, every tree 
captures much of its CO 2 

 from the air we breathe, binding it in the form of 
carbon. Furthermore, parquet is 100% renewable. 

 Preserving natural resources 
   Our commitment to the environment has its effects in our Manufacturing process :  
 •  The cardboard box used for packaging is made of 95%  recycled fi bres .  
 •  Our water consumption was reduced by more than 85% over 5 years 

(saving the volume of 4 Olympic swimming pools every year).  
 •  Saw dust from production  is reused as boiler fuel  in the plant's heating 

system, and to generate hot water.  
 •  We participate in the French program for  recycling   packaging materials . 

*  Class A+ : Health classifi cation labels for construction products  

A natural material 
with added excellence.
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 So much simpler to install 
 BerryAlloc introduces Best Loc® X-Treme, an easier, quicker and longer-lasting 
installation method. No tools or glue needed; simply click the boards together. 
Your parquet is easy and quick to install, no matter what length or fl oor area is 
to be covered. We offer a lifetime guarantee, because the quality and toughness 
of this revolutionary system are clear.  

 Why BerryAlloc parquet? 
 Go with quality right from the start, and for a lifetime .

 A range of exclusive and attractive parquets  
 The BerryAlloc parquet collection offers you a choice of : 
 •  many  species of wood , each with its own particular character,  
 •  a wide range of sizes  : from narrow 1-strips to extra-wide planks, and 3 strips,  
 •  a  very tough high-tech varnish , easy to maintain, or a  natural, deep-oiled 

 traditional fi nish,  
 •  a  range of colours and fi nishes  that suits current styles (brushed, tinted, 

limed,...).  
 Explore our extensive collection of parquets and create the ambiance that best 
suits you. Whatever you choose, BerryAlloc parquets will give your interior its 
very own unique, natural character.  

 Soft Touch Varnish : 
an exceptionally silky surface feel  
 You love the feeling of softness, and you need to feel the incomparable texture 
of wood beneath your feet, without giving up the solid quality of a varnished 
parquet fl oor? Explore the latest generation of our Ultimtec® Soft Touch 
varnish, which in addition to its  exceptional strength  offers you  the pleasant, 
authentic soft feel  of oiled parquet.  

New !
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 Warranty 
 Our parquets have up to 50 year warranty guarantee in normal, domestic use * . In 
addition, this warranty is reinforced by a lifetime warranty of the Best Loc®/Best 
Loc® X-Treme interlock system.  

 An excellent product  
 Because wood continues to live even after it has been cut, the question is 
sometimes asked : how will the fl oor act once it is installed?  
 No need to worry, though : the structure of BerryAlloc parquet is designed to 
stand the test of time. The central HDF core (High Density Fiberboard) was a 
technically inspired choice. It offers :  
 • an  extremely stable fl oor , 
 • greater  impact resistance ,  
 • more  effi cient  fl oor heating,  
 •  perfect joints  thanks to more accurate machining. 

 A tough surface 
 BerryAlloc's high-tech wear- and scratch-resistant varnish is the result of 
molecular nano-technology, offering the undisputed top-performing product 
on the market : Ultimtec®. The wood receives six coats of varnish, making it 
ultra-tough, beautiful to look at and easy to maintain, and protecting its colour 
over time. For life.  

*Please check our warranty conditions.
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 Blond color tones of honey, wheat, and sunshine. Soft and golden shades to 
choose from, for fl oors conjuring up images of ancient castles, and of old 
stately homes, still very much alive and regaling us with tales of yesteryear. 
But these parquets in GOLD color tones can also infuse your living spaces with 
a modern touch, illuminating your life with natural shades. Whatever your style, 
rustic or contemporary, a fi ne BerryAlloc parquet in oak, beech or maple will 
ensure your living space is invested with the harmony you are seeking.  

 Gold Impressions 

 The colours of 
BerryAlloc parquets .

1. Oak Light White - 2. Canadian Maple - 3. Oak Natural - 4. Beech - 5. Oak Limed - 6. Oak Cream - 
7. Oak Smoked
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Wherever. Forever.

 You dream of white, to fulfi l your longing for purity and austerity in your 
fl ooring. But unlike those who do not think of white as a colour, you take a 
completely different view. And you know that white offers an infi nite range of 
nuances, from polar white to white sand. You are correct. The proof? Take a 
look at BerryAlloc's PURE tones : a range of parquets in white oak, single plank 
or 3-strips, which will give your living spaces the ethereal elegance and 
brightness you seek, enhanced by the warm and living nuances you have been 
dreaming of. 

 Pure  Impressions 

1. Oak White - 2. Oak Natural White - 3. Oak Polar White - 4. Maple White - 5. Oak imperial white - 6. 
Oak Pure - 7. Oak White Sand
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 Do you have a "city" state of mind? Are you "streetwise"? Do your living spaces 
refl ect the thousand and one facets of a life in constant fl ux? Or do you simply 
love grey shades for their contemporary refi nement, their multiple possible 
variations? No matter how specifi c your tastes, BerryAlloc offers you a range 
of TRENDY oak parquet. From pure grey over misty grey to moonstone grey, 
pearl grey and mineral grey, you make your own choice.  

 Trendy  Impressions 

1. Oak Pearl Grey - 2. Oak Antique Grey - 3. Oak Mineral Grey - 4. Oak Exclusive Grey - 5. Oak Vintage 
Grey - 6. Oak Light White - 7. Oak Moonstone Grey
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Palace - Oak Residence Savanna16
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 A wood fi re, a dimmed light, a leather club chair, just as snug as a bug in a rug 
- who does not dream of such warm, comforting surroundings? BerryAlloc's 
cosy LOUNGE range, offers you the natural beauty of dark oak and walnut, 
turning your home into one of the most welcoming and comfortable of places 
in the world.  

 Impressions  Lounge 

1. Nut Brown - 2 & 3. American Walnut - 4. Oak Havana - 5. Oak Savane - 6. Oak Wild Antilope
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 The red dust of an exotic hillside, the orange tones of an Amazonian sunset, 
the savannah grasses beneath a baking sun, the dark tones of the wild jungle, 
the pink-brown softness of a tree rooted in a tropical river, BerryAlloc 
introduces its BLACK range. Merbau, jatoba, iroko, doussie, wenge, sapele : so 
many species, giving dramatic, naturally beautiful contrasts to your long-lived, 
durable fl oors, transporting you to exotic locations.  

 Impressions  Black 

1. Wenge - 2. Doussie - 3. Wenge Ethnic - 4. Sapelli - 5. Iroko - 6. Merbau - 7. Jatoba
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 Just as you want it  
 Choosing a parquet is not just a matter of preferring one type of wood over another. You are also seeking 
to enhance your living space, in accordance with its dimensions and outlook. A small room? A large hall-
way? This is where the width and length of the boards you choose will really come into play. This is why 
BerryAlloc's 8 ranges of parquet come in a variety of colours and fi nishes, as well as different widths.  

 We specialise in oak, single-plank parquets, with 7 arrangements of planks in a number of widths and 
lengths, suitable for a variety of uses, and we also offer 2 ranges of our timeless 3-strips.  

 The BerryAlloc Parquet  Collection. 
 Wide-open vistas, to suit the pace of your life .
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Wherever. Forever.

 Single plank 
 We offer refi ned luxury, in our huge selection of single plank parquet 
fl ooring, with pure, uncluttered lines. Available in several widths, from 
110 to 187 mm, and various structures. For a more austere, linear and 
unifi ed appearance, making your room appear larger.  

 3-strip  
 Simple decorative effects with our timeless 3-strip parquets. The 
design comes as a single plank consisting of several shorter and nar-
rower (70 mm) pieces, arranged in a 3-row, staggered pattern.  

Millennium - Oak Residence Havana
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SOFT TOUCH

16,5
6 

OAK CHATEAU
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED MICAQ5Q

OAK RESIDENCE
� UNFINISHED MICR#5Q

OAK MANOIR EXCLUSIVE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED MICYGEM

OAK RESIDENCE HAVANA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED MICRBHM

OAK MANOIR PURE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED MICYBUM

OAK MANOIR NATURAL
� BRUSHED OILED MICYNH 

OAK MANOIR LIGHT WHITE
� BRUSHED OILED MICYBVH

Millennium
BOARD (mm) : 1180 L x 130 W x 16,5 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 6

PACKAGING :  BOX : 7 boards - 1,07 m2

PALLET : 88 boxes - 94,49 m2

 New! 

 Gives you the authenticity of a solid 
wood fl oor!  

 With a 6 mm thick top layer, Millennium 
is the most robust of our parquet 
collection.   

 •  Suitable for  high-traffi c locations  such 
as shops, hotels, museums, etc.  

 •   Very stable  with its carefully-designed 
structure, and birchwood ply core 

 •  A very  tough and natural surface , of 
exceptional softness, with Ultimtec® 
Soft Touch varnish 

 •  Signifi cant reduction in the use of 
natural resources, for the same look 
and usage  

 •  Available in oiled or varnished fi nish, 
or unfi nished  

16.5
6 
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Millennium - Oak Residence HavanaOAK RESIDENCE LIGHT GREY
� BRUSHED OILED MICRGVH

OAK MANOIR MINERAL GREY
� BRUSHED OILED MICYGMH

OAK RESIDENCE VINTAGE GREY
� BRUSHED OILED MICRGTH
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Saga
BOARD (mm) : 1980 L x 187 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING :  BOX : 6 boards - 2.22 m2

PALLET : 40 boxes - 88.86 m2

OAK MANOIR
� UNFINISHED SACY#

OAK RESIDENCE
� UNFINISHED SACR#

OAK CHÂTEAU
� UNFINISHED SACA#

 The ideal format for spacious areas 
and impressive settings 

•   Wider and  extra long  planks 

 • Unfi nished for  a tailor-made fi nish   

 •  Easy and quick to install  with Best 
Loc X-Treme  

 New! 

14
3.3 
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SOFT TOUCH

14
3,3 

OAK CHATEAU 
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 N1CA5Q
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1CAQ5Q

L1980 N2CAQQL

OAK MANOIR 
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 N1CY5Q
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1CYQ5Q

L1980 N2CYQQL
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1180 N1CYBP5

OAK RESIDENCE 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1CRQ5Q

L1980 N2CRQQL

OAK CHÂTEAU LIMED
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 N1CAC5Q

OAK RESIDENCE SMOKED
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1CRBRM

BEECH STEAMED
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 N1HE5Q

DOUSSIE 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1D0Q5Q

L1980 N2D0QL

MERBAU
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1MQ5Q
� SATIN LACQUERED L1980 N2MBL

Noble Classic
BOARD (mm) :  1180 L x 164 W x 14 TH

1980 L x 164 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING 1180 :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.55 m2

PALLET : 66 boxes - 102.18 m2

PACKAGING 1980 :  BOX : 6 boards - 1.95 m2

PALLET : 50 boxes - 97.42 m2

14
3.3 
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SOFT TOUCH

OAK MANOIR CREAM
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBDM

L1980 N2CYBDM

OAK MANOIR PURE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBUM

L1980 N2CYBUM

OAK CHÂTEAU WHITE SAND
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1CABMM

OAK MANOIR NATURAL WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBNP

L1980 N2CYBNP

OAK MANOIR WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBBM

OAK RÉSIDENCE WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N1CRBBM

L1980 N2CRBL

OAK MANOIR POLAR WHITE
� PATINA LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBP

OAK MANOIR EXCLUSIVE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYGEM

L1980 N2CYGEM

OAK MANOIR PEARL GREY
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1180 N3CYGPP

Noble Exotism
BOARD (mm) :  1180 L x 164 W x 14 TH

1980 L x 164 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING 1180 :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.55 m2

PALLET : 66 boxes - 102.18 m2

PACKAGING 1980 :  BOX : 6 boards - 1.95 m2

PALLET : 50 boxes - 97.42 m2

14
3.3 
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Noble - Oak Manoir Cream

OAK MANOIR MOONSTONE GREY
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBGP

L1980 N2CYBGP

OAK RESIDENCE ANTIQUE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CRBCM

L1980 N2CRBCM

OAK MANOIR WILD ANTILOPE
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBBP

OAK MANOIR HAVANA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBHM

L1980 N2CYBHM

OAK MANOIR SAVANNA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 N3CYBAM

L1980 N2CYBAM
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OAK MANOIR NATURAL
� BRUSHED OILED L1180 N4CYNH

OAK MANOIR LIGHT WHITE
� BRUSHED OILED L1180 N4CYBVH

OAK RESIDENCE LIGHT GREY
� BRUSHED OILED L1180 N4CRGVH

OAK RESIDENCE WHITENED
� BRUSHED OILED L1180 N4CRBH

OAK RESIDENCE MINERAL GREY
� BRUSHED OILED L1180 N4CRGMH

OAK RESIDENCE VINTAGE GREY
� BRUSHED OILED L1180 N4CRGTH

Noble
Inspiration
BOARD (mm) : 1180 L x 164 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.55 m2

PALLET : 66 boxes - 102.18 m2

 Our Noble Inspiration oiled parquet is 
deeply impregnated with a high-
quality oil, to nourish and protect the 
wood. 

 Oiled parquet requires regular 
maintenance, depending on the usage 
of the room, in order to preserve its 
original appearance and the true 
nature of the materials in the long 
term.  

 Please refer to page 62 for the list of 
suitable maintenance products we 
offer. 

14
3.3 
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Noble - Oak Residence Mineral Grey
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SOFT TOUCH

14
3,3 

OAK CHÂTEAU 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CAQQL

OAK MANOIR 
� UNFINISHED L1980 N2CY#L

OAK RESIDENCE 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CRQQL

OAK MANOIR CREAM
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CYBDM

OAK MANOIR NATURAL WHITE
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1980 N2CYBNP

OAK RESIDENCE WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CRBL

OAK MANOIR 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CYQQL

OAK MANOIR PURE 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CYBUM

OAK MANOIR EXCLUSIVE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CYGEM

Noble XL
BOARD (mm) : 1980 L x 164 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING :  BOX : 6 boards - 1.95 m2

PALLET : 50 boxes - 97.42 m2

14
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OAK RESIDENCE ANTIQUE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CRBCM

OAK MANOIR HAVANA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CYBHM

DOUSSIE 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2DOQL

OAK MANOIR MOONSTONE GREY
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1980 N2CYBGP

OAK MANOIR SAVANNA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 N2CYBAM

MERBAU
� SATIN LACQUERED L1980 N2MBL

Royal - Oak Residence Soft Grey
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SOFT TOUCH

14
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OAK CHÂTEAU
� SATIN LACQUERED R1CA5Q

OAK MANOIR
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CYQ5Q

OAK MANOIR PURE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CYBUM

OAK MANOIR WHITE SAND
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CYBMM

OAK MANOIR EXCLUSIVE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CYGEM

OAK RESIDENCE SOFT GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CRBFM

OAK RESIDENCE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CRQ5Q

OAK MANOIR IMPERIAL WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CYBRM

OAK MANOIR HAVANA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CYBHM

Royal
BOARD (mm) : 1180 L x 130 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.23 m2

PALLET : 88 boxes - 107.99 m2

14
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Noble - Oak Residence Vintage Grey

OAK RESIDENCE SAVANNA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED R1CRBAM
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OAK CHÂTEAU
� SATIN LACQUERED H5CA5Q
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5CAQ5Q

OAK MANOIR
� SATIN LACQUERED H5CY5Q
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5CYQ5Q

OAK RESIDENCE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5CRQ5Q

OAK CHÂTEAU LIMED
� SATIN LACQUERED H5CAC5Q

OAK MANOIR WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5CYBBM

AMERICAN WALNUT
� PATINA LACQUERED H5NO5PQ

DOUSSIE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5DOQ5Q 

JATOBA
� PATINA LACQUERED H5JT5PQ

MERBAU
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5MQ5Q

Heritage
BOARD (mm) : 1180 L x 110 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.04 m2

PALLET : 99 boxes - 102.86 m2

14
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WENGE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED H5WQ5Q

Noble - Oak Château 
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OAK CHÂTEAU
� SATIN LACQUERED P1CA5G
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED P1CABP5

OAK MANOIR
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CYBM5

OAK MANOIR PURE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CYBUM

OAK CHÂTEAU WHITE SAND
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CABMM

OAK MANOIR PEARL GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CYGPM

OAK RESIDENCE CREAM
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CRBDM

OAK RESIDENCE
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED P1CRBP5

OAK MANOIR NATURAL WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CYBNM

OAK RESIDENCE SMOKED
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CRBRM

Palace
BOARD (mm) : 1180 L x 130 W x 10,8 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 2.5

PACKAGING :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.23 m2

PALLET : 88 boxes - 107.99 m2

10.8
2.5 
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OAK MANOIR NUT BROWN
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CYBOM

CANADIAN MAPLE CHÂTEAU WHITE
� MATT LACQUERED P1ERBNM

JATOBA
� SATIN LACQUERED P1JT5Q

OAK RESIDENCE SAVANNA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED P1CRBAM

SAPELLI
� SATIN LACQUERED P1S5G

Palace - Oak Manoir Pure
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OAK ELEGANCE
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1C3L5Q

OAK NATURAL
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1CUQ5Q
� BRUSHED SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1CBR5Q
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CUQ5Q

L1980 E2CUQQL

OAK AUTHENTIC 
� MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1C3AM5

L1980 E2CAML

OAK COUNTRY 
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1C3Y5Q

L1980 E2C3YL
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CYQ5Q

OAK COUNTRY CAPPUCCINO
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CYSWM

OAK COUNTRY CREAM
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CYBDM

OAK COUNTRY SOFT GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CYBFM

OAK NATURAL LIMED
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1CAC5Q

OAK COUNTRY NATURAL WHITE
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1180 E1CYBNP

Ecoforest
BOARD (mm) :  1180 L x 210 W x 14 TH

1980 L x 210 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING 1180 :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.98 m2

PALLET : 50 boxes - 99.12 m2

PACKAGING 1980 :  BOX : 6 boards - 2.49 m2

PALLET : 40 boxes - 99.79 m2

14
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Ecoforest - Oak Country Pearl Grey 41
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BEECH NATURAL
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1H3A5Q

BEECH STEAMED
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2HEDML

DOUSSIE 
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1D3Q5Q

L1980 E2DOQL

OAK AUTHENTIC WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CABBM

OAK COUNTRY PEARL GREY
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED L1180 E1CYGPP

OAK COUNTRY GRAPHITE GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CYGOM

OAK COUNTRY SAVANNA
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1CYBAM

CANADIAN MAPLE NATURAL
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1E3A5Q
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2E3UML

BEECH COUNTRY
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1H3Y5Q

Ecoforest
BOARD (mm) :  1180 L x 210 W x 14 TH

1980 L x 210 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING 1180 :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.98 m2

PALLET : 50 boxes - 99.12 m2

PACKAGING 1980 :  BOX : 6 boards - 2.49 m2

PALLET : 40 boxes - 99.79 m2

14
3.3 
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IROKO
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1I35Q

JATOBA
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 E1J35Q

MERBAU
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1M3Q5Q

L1980 E2M3QL

AMERICAN WALNUT 
� PATINA LACQUERED L1180 E1NO3P5
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2NO3ML

WENGE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1180 E1W3Q5Q

WENGE ETHNIC
� SATIN LACQUERED L1180 N3WC5Q
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Noble - Oak Manoir Wild Antilope44



14
3,3 

OAK NATURAL
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2CUQQL

CANADIAN MAPLE NATURAL
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2E3UML

DOUSSIE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2DOQL

OAK AUTHENTIC
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2CAML

BEECH STEAMED
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2HEDML

MERBAU
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2M3QL

OAK COUNTRY
� SATIN LACQUERED L1980 E2C3YL

AMERICAN WALNUT
� MATT LACQUERED L1980 E2NO3ML

Ecoforest
XL
BOARD (mm) : 1980 L x 210 W x 14 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 3.3

PACKAGING :  BOX : 8 boards - 2.49 m2

PALLET : 40 boxes - 99.79 m2
14

3.3 
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10,8
2,5 

OAK NATURAL
� SATIN LACQUERED 18CU5G
� BRUSHED SATIN LACQUERED 18CUBR5
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED 18CUBRM

OAK COUNTRY SOFT GREY
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED 18CYBLM

OAK COUNTRY
� SATIN LACQUERED 18C5G

OAK COUNTRY NATURAL WHITE
� BRUSHED PATINA LACQUERED 18CYBNP

CANADIAN MAPLE WHITE
� MATT LACQUERED 18ERBNM

OAK COUNTRY CAPPUCCINO
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED 18CYSWM

OAK COUNTRY WHITE
� BRUSHED MATT LACQUERED 18CYBBM

BEECH COUNTRY
� SATIN LACQUERED 18H5G

SAPELE
� SATIN LACQUERED 18S5G

Majestic
BOARD (mm) : 1180 L x 210 W x 10,8 TH
FACING THICKNESS (mm) : 2.5

PACKAGING :  BOX : 8 boards - 1.98 m2

PALLET : 50 boxes - 99.12 m2

10.8
2.5 
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Noble - Oak Manoir

BEECH STEAMED WHITE
� MATT LACQUERED 18HTBNM

DOUSSIE
� SATIN LACQUERED 18DO5G

MERBAU
� SATIN LACQUERED 18M5G
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Oak

Beech

Canadian Maple

American Walnut

Sapele

Iroko

Doussie

Jatoba

Merbau

Wenge

BerryAlloc Parquet : The language of wood
A clearly-defi ned selection

Natural shades, plank after plank 
Each plank shows a natural variation in the shade of colour of the wood. Wood is a natural 
resource which makes each plank unique. For example : while an oak plank may show variations 
from light blond to warm brown, an exotic wood such as jatoba has more marked contrasts, 
from deep pink to an orangey-red. 



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Beech, Oak, Canadian Maple,
European Maple, American Walnut

Jatoba
Wenge

Merbau
Canadian Maple 

Doussie
Beech

Oak
Iroko

European Maple 
American Walnut 

Doussie, Iroko, Jatoba, Merbau
Cherry, Wenge

 The strength of each species 
 A parquet’s wear resistance derives from the type of wood used, and the thickness of the top 
layer.   So the harder the wood, the higher the wear resistance.  

 Sensitive to light  Less sensitive to light 

 In order to provide excellent, long-term wear-resistance, our collection does not include species 
that are low on the hardness scale (e.g. cherry, birch).  

 Wood exposed to sunlight is subject to varying alterations in its colour. We recommend using 
wood that is more sensitive to sunlight in less brightly-lit living areas.  

 Higher Brinell hardness number 

 Warning : BerryAlloc parquet may not be used for decks or patios.  
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 3-strip oak  

 Country 
 •   Highly-contrasting coloured wood 
 •   Presence of sapwood, few knots   

 Authentic 
 •  Contrasted-coloured wood 
 •  Presence of knots or groups of knots (15 mm 

max), marked slab 
 •  No sapwood at all 

 Natural 
 •   Slight contrasts in the wood   
 •   Straight-grain, slab, silver grain and some small 

knots, less than 5 mm in size 
 • No sapwood at all  

 Elegance  
 •  Bright, evenly-coloured wood 
 •  Straight grain and silver grain 
 •  No sapwood at all 

 BerryAlloc the essential choice 
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 Straight grain 

 Silver grain 

 Slab 

 Small knots 

 Filled knots 

 Sapwood 

 Résidence 
 •  Highly-contrasting coloured 

woods 
 •  Knots up to 40 mm across and 

black knots accepted 
 •  Sapwood present 
 •  Straight grain, slab and 

silver grain 

 Manoir 
 •  Wood of various colours  
 •  Knots up to 25 mm across 
 •  No sapwood 
 •  Straight grain, slab and 

silver grain 

 Château 
 • Light, uniform colour woods 
 •  A few small knots less than 

10 mm across  
 •  No sapwood 
 •  Straight grain, slab and 

silver grain 

 Single plank oak 

From the wood fi bre to the knots, the language of wood
Each plank has its own features, and its appearance speaks with a very particular vocabulary.
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 Masterresist® 
 Applied in 6 coats, the protective varnish is thick enough to protect your fl oor and 
make it easy to maintain. It has a beautiful satin, patinated or matt fi nish (oiled 
appearance).  

 Ultimtec® : Without doubt, the best varnish on the market* 
 Ultimtec® varnish sets new standards for durability and strength. Its nano-
technology formula provides extremely high resistance to scratches and wear (over 
10,000 Taber cycles). There are 3 fi nishes : satin, patinated or matt (oiled appearance).  

 Ultimtec® Soft Touch : an exceptional sensation. 
 New generation varnish from our R&D department : As well as the unparalleled 
performance of the Ultimtec® varnish, it is very silky to the touch, with an exceptional 
surface quality. There are 3 fi nishes : satin, patinated or matt (oiled appearance). 

 Surface treatment 
 In order to preserve the natural beauty of our parquets and to improve their strength, we apply various 
protective fi nishes at the end of the manufacturing process, making your parquet ready for immediate 
installation without further treatment.  

 High-tech surface varnishes 
 Our surface varnishes, which are very rich in aluminium oxide, make our parquet fl oors highly tolerant 
to wear, easy to maintain and preserve their natural appearance for years.  

 Oiled fi nish : centuries-old wood treatment  
 The parquet is deeply impregnated with a high-quality oil, to nourish and protect the 
wood. Oiled parquet requires regular maintenance, depending on the usage, in order 
to preserve its original appearance and the true nature of the materials long term 
(cf our maintenance products).  

 Unfi nished 
 Our bare oak parquet fl ooring can be given a tailor-made fi nish after laying. For exam-
ple, you can apply our tinted BerryAlloc Solid’Oil products, for fi nishing after laying. 

Brushed fi nishes
The wood is brushed mechanically to highlight its grain structure and to visually rein-
force its robustness. Five individually adjustable mechanical brushes are used to impart 
the desired brushing to the wood.

 *  We compared Ultimtec® with 11 products selected from its competitors, represented in the European market. Result : Ultimtec® 

showed its superiority in both resistance to wear and the scratch resistance test. 

SOFT TOUCH
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 Installation methods  
 Our R&D laboratories are constantly seeking new methods for manufacturing simple 
parquet fl ooring, that is very strong and easy to install. We can now supply very 
effective systems, with lifetime guarantees, which help in installing and uninstalling 
the fl ooring.  

 Best Loc® : Angle-angle installation method 
 The quality of its profi le and the angular locking (length/width) 
makes it easy to lay without tools, glue or mallet. Experience 
shows this is certainly one of the best locking systems in 
the world.  

 Best Loc® X-Treme : Flat installation  
 Installation is even easier, simpler and faster (up to 30% faster 
compared to Best Loc®). The planks are laid one after another, by 
simply folding them into place. No tools or glue needed.  

 Life time warranty : 
 Our installation systems are remarkably strong, and so durable 
that Best Loc® and Best Loc® X-Treme come with a lifetime 
guarantee.  
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SINGLE PLANKS SINGLE PLANKS 3 STRIPS

Format MILLENNIUM SAGA NOBLE ROYAL HERITAGE PALACE ECOFOREST MAJESTIC

Structure of the planks
(Solidwood facing - Central core - 
Counter backing)

16.5
6 

14
3.3 

14
3.3 

Guarantee

        

Lock

Finish
SOFT TOUCH

 
SOFT TOUCH

 

Exists in unfi nished • • • - - - - -

Classifi cation Walnut

 

Classifi cation Oak, Beech, Iroko, 
Doussie

Classifi cation Merbau, Jatoba, 
Wenge, Can. Maple

Class 21 Moderate domestic Infrequently used rooms, without outside access
Class 22 General domestic Living rooms without outside access (living rooms, sitting rooms, apartment rooms and corridors)
Class 23 Heavy domestic Entrance halls, rooms with outside access.
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SINGLE PLANKS SINGLE PLANKS 3 STRIPS

Format MILLENNIUM SAGA NOBLE ROYAL HERITAGE PALACE ECOFOREST MAJESTIC

Structure of the planks
(Solidwood facing - Central core - 
Counter backing)
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Guarantee

        

Lock

Finish

  
SOFT TOUCH

Exists in unfi nished • • • - - - - -

Classifi cation Walnut

 

Classifi cation Oak, Beech, Iroko, 
Doussie

Classifi cation Merbau, Jatoba, 
Wenge, Can. Maple

Class 31 Moderate commercial  Individual offi ces, hotel rooms.
Class 33 Heavy commercial  Library, churches, shops with outside access, open offi ces….
Class 34 Very heavy commercial  Airports, department stores, counter halls,…
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 Accessories & fi nishes 

 Wherever, forever, perfect down to the smallest details. 

 Accessories form the fi nal touch to ensure your fl oor is a complete success. BerryAlloc has a 
very wide range of accessories, to suit your fl oor or your wall. 

 For perfect laying 

 The BerryAlloc underlay, the vital accessory for your comfort 
 Underlay forms an essential element in the laying of your fl oor to correct irregularities, provide 
the optimum sound-proofi ng for the room itself and the rooms below. 

Excellence Endurance Underlay
•  permanent extra high load-bearing resistance to heavy

weights (as per the French DTU51.11 standard)
• integrated adhesive strip
• corrects irregularities in the fl oor
•  protection against the build-up of humidity 

and vapor
• sound insulation (-19dB)
• available in 20 m2 rolls

Excellence+ underlay, extra heavy
for extra sound insulation
• corrects irregularities in the fl oor
• includes an adhesive strip
•  protection against the build up of humidity 

and damp
•  great noise insulation (-21 dB), both in the room 

and in rooms below
• available in 10 m2 rolls
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 BerryAlloc offers a 3-in-1 profi le, as tough and durable as our parquets, for transition between 
two types of fl oor covering, to hide a difference in height or an expansion joint.  

 Supplied with a cutting tool and fi xing bar. 
  930 mm long x 45 mm (min.) or 62.8 mm (max.) wide 
2150 mm long x 45 mm (min.) or 62.8 mm (max.) wide 

 Three-in-one adjustment 

and connection profi le : Profi le 1 

 Skirting 

 The ideal solution for an exclusive wall fi nish, matching the colour of your parquet. 

 Quarterrounds 
 The essential fi tting to link an existing skirting to a new fl oor, 
and also to hide the expansion joint. 
 2400 mm x 14 mm x 14 mm (L x W x H) 

White skirting 100 mm
2400 mm x 14 mm x 14 mm (L x W x H)

 Modern skirtings 
 A simple, austere design, for a contemporary 
decorative touch. 
 2400 mm x 14 mm x 80 mm (L x W x H) 
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 Reducer 
 A reducer provides a 
perfect link between your 
new parquet and a lower 
fl oor (tiling, carpet, etc.).  

 T-profi le  
 Provide a perfect transition 
between two planks, and 
hide the expansion joint. 

 Threshold 
 For a perfect fi nish around 
the edge of your fl oor, or to 
ensure the transition with a 
sliding frame, a door 
threshold, etc. 

SPECIE AND FINISH MODERN SKIRTINGS QUARTERROUNDS PROFIL ONE 

Length 
2200 mm*

Length 
2400 mm**

Length 
2200 mm*

Length 
2400 mm**

Length 
930 mm

Length 
2150 mm

Oak Satin Lacquered PD5440 PL5440 CJC1040 CJB1040 P1CH40 PCH402
Oak Patina Lacquered PD5476 PL5476 CJPC76 CJB1076 P1CP76
Oak Matt Lacquered PD5449 PL5449 CJP1049 CJB1049 P1CVM49 PCVM492
Oak Limed PDC540 PLC540 CJP174C CJB174C P1CC540 PCC5402
Oak Cream - PL5490 - - P1CDE90 -
Oak Pure PD5471 PL5471 CJB1071 CJB1071 P1CNU91 -
Oak White Sand PD5471 PL5471 CJPC71 CJB1071 P1CBN71 -
Oak White Matt PD5450 PL5450 CJP1050 CJB1050 P1CBM50 PCBM502
Oak Natural White PD5471 PL5471 CJPC71 CJB1071 P1CBN71 -
Oak Polar White PD5460 PL5460 CJP1060 CJB1060 P1CBP60 -
Oak Smoked Matt PD5452 PL5452 CJP1052 - P1CFM52 PCFM522
Oak Pearl Grey PD5468 PL5468 CJPC68 CJB1068 P1CM68 -
Oak Exclusive Grey PD5468 PL5468 CJPC68 CJB1068 P1CM68 -
Oak Soft Grey PD5468 PL5468 CJBC68 CJBC68 P1CM68 -
Oak Moonstone Grey PD5463 PL5463 CJP1063 CJB1063 P1CGP63 -
Oak Graphite Grey PD5481 PL5481 CJP1081 CJB1081 P1CGM81 -
Oak Wild Antilope PD5459 PL5459 - - P1CGA59 -
Oak Havana - PL5492 - - P1CHA92 -
Oak Savanna PD5466 PL5466 CJP1066 CJB1066 P1CM66 -
Oak Nut Brown PD5467 PL5467 CJP1067 CJB1067 P1CN67 -
Oak Antique Grey - PL5489 - - P1CCH89 -
Oak Cappuccino - PL5494 - - - -
Maple PD5444 PL5444 CJE1043 - P1ER43 PER432
Beech PD5441 PL5441 CJH1041 - P1HE41 PHE412
Beech Steamed PD5443 PL5443 - - P1HC42 PHC422
Doussie Matt PD5474 PL5474 CJP1047 - P1DOM74 -
Iroko PD5446 PL5446 CJI1055 - P1IR44 PIR442*
Jatoba PD5457 PL5457 CJP1054 - P1JT57 -
Merbau PD5442 PL5442 CJP1054 - P1MB46 PMB462
Merbau Matt PD5473 PL5473 - - P1MBM73 -
Walnut PD5456 - CJNO56 - P1NO56* -
Walnut Patina PD5477 PL5477 - - P1NP77 -
Wenge Matt PD5472 PL5472 - - P1WEM72 -
Oak Oiled PD5487 PL5487 - - P1NAH93 -
Oak Whitened Oiled PD5483 PL5483 - - P1BLH83 -
Oak Light White Oiled PD5484 PL5484 - - P1BVH84 -
Oak Light Grey Oiled PD5486 PL5486 - - P1GVH93 -
Oak Mineral Grey Oiled PD5485 PL5485 - - P1GMH85 -
Oak Vintage Grey Oiled PD5488 PL5488 - - P1VIH93 -

* Until the existing stock is fi nished ** Available as soon as L 2200 mm is fi nished
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Noble - Oak Manoir Savanna

 Recommended methods 
of laying for complete satisfaction 

 Follow the instructions in our manual 
when laying the fl ooring 

 Some basic rules 
 • Before laying, let the parquet lie fl at in the room for 24 to 48 hours. 
 • Make sure the supporting surface is clean, even, fi rm and dry. 
 •  It is essential to leave a gap of 8-10 mm around the edge of the room, so that the parquet 

can move freely. 
 •  Mix the planks from several packs in one production batch, so that the overall appearance 

of the fl oor is balanced. 
 • Our parquets may be laid on a fl oating or glued-down base. 
 •  Our parquet is suitable for laying over a low-temperature, heated fl oor (max 28 °C except 

for beech, maple and jatoba). “Glued-down” laying ensures that the under-fl oor heating 
is effi cient. 

 • Laying over a cooled fl oor is not recommended, and is not covered by our warranty. 
 • Do not lay BerryAlloc parquet in damp rooms! water is the N°1 enemy of parquet. 
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Noble - Oak Residence Antique Grey
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 A scratch? The solution! 

 We come and go, live our lives in our house, apartment, workshop or offi ce. Don't worry. Little 
scratches can be easily hidden by applying a felt marker matched to the colour of your wood. 
BerryAlloc provides 12 different shades for you to repair your fl oor, no matter what species of 
wood it is. 

 Always a clean fl oor 
 Dust, fl uff, stains and everyday dirt... You just need to sweep 
or vacuum, dust or wipe with a cloth. But, be careful! If you 
are using a fl oor cloth, make sure it's not too wet : water and 
wood do not get along...  

 The durability of your investment is optimized by taking the necessary minimum care and 
attention. Let us give you some advice for keeping your parquet beautiful. 

 Long and beautiful life 

 You can give your staircase an ultra-tough fi nishing touch with the BerryAlloc covering profi le. 
This stairnose is made of aluminium covered with an oak laminate. It is also very practical if the 
stair is fi nished in a different material than the landing (carpet, vinyl, tile, etc.). 
BerryAlloc also offers the Perfect Fit profi le. It locks onto the parquet, and results in a perfect, 
smooth transition. A staircase as good as new!  

 Stairnose  

Available in aluminium covered with oak decor.
Stair nose profi le : 1000 mm or 2400 mm
Perfect Fit profi le : 1000 mm or 2400 mm

 Perfect Fit profi le   
Stair nose profi le

Stairnose with 
Perfect Fit profi le

Stairnose without 
Perfect Fit profi le
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 Gleaming, year in, year out. 
 If your BerryAlloc parquet should start to show signs of fatigue and lose its vividness, simply rejuvenate 
it! Clean it very carefully, then apply a grease-remover. Finally, apply a renovating coat. This will restore its 
splendour, enhanced by the patina of the years.  

Recommended products for lacquered fl oors :
 Grease-removers Renovating polish 
 • BLANCHON super-active cleaner • BLANCHON renovator 
 • Remover BONA • Méta Mat BLANCHON 
 • Parquet Cleaner OVERMAT • Vitrilor SYNTILOR 
   • D 509 BONA 
   • Polish Remover OVERMAT 

 Recommended BerryAlloc products for oiled fl oors : 
 Oiled parquet fl ooring requires regular maintenance, depending on the usage of the room, in order to 
preserve its original appearance and the true nature of the materials long term.  

 Natural soap 
 BerryAlloc 100% vegetable natural soap is used for regular deep cleaning of oiled parquet. Powerful, it 
preserves the natural appearance and beauty of the parquet and is improving it’s protection.
Supplied in 1 L bottles.  

 Maintenance oil 
 Oil and wax-based BerryAlloc maintenance oil protects the parquet and preserves the natural, warm 
appearance of the oak. Gives protection and patina to the parquet. Oil ready for use. Supplied in 1 L 
bottles. 

 Coloured oils 
 BerryAlloc Solid’Oil coloured oils are used to repair oiled parquets easily and effectively. There are a 
number of shades to match the colours of our collection of oiled parquets. They may be mixed with our 
hardener for faster drying. They may also be used for full renovation, or may be applied to bare parquet 
boards. (see instructions for use). Supplied as : 250 ml (+ option hardener 50 ml) .
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Wherever. Forever.

Industrielaan 100 - 8930 Menen - Belgium - Tél. :+32 (0)56 52 84 80 - Fax : +32 (0)56 52 84 90 - www.berryalloc.com 

Member of the Beaulieu International Group
Manufactured by the Beaulieu International Group under license of Välinge Innovation AB.
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